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It is impossible to write Talkshop this month without concentrating on the catastrophe which envelops the pig 

industry in the UK a community  we are all so passionate about.  Having been in the industry for 32 years the perfect 

storm of unprecedented feed prices, made worse by the emergency in the Ukraine recently along with the failure of 

our processors to take pigs contracted to them is a situation that is of grave concern to our industry.   

I see well invested and extremely efficient pig farms producing some amazing physical performance yet losing 

unsustainable amounts of money on every pig produced. This disconnect between cost of production and price paid 

per kilogram of pig has been exposed as a complete disconnect.  It happens at a time when beef and lamb have hit 

exceptional highs and in the industry which is closer to our pigs  is the chicken industry which has a  much more 

mature payment structure to producers reflecting the cost of feed.   

I write this in the hope that the green shoots of recovery are appearing as significantly cull sows are starting to move 

with a slight rise in price albeit from one producer this week described an increase from 15 – 18 pence per kg.  

Price rises across the world will have to be reflected in our own price and there are plenty of signs that these are 

happening on a weekly basis.  As we import the majority of the pig meat in this country, meat prices and henke 

prices paid to our producers will have to rise and I believe this will accelerate beyond anything that we have ever 

seen before.  If the backlog can be cleared and the high densities of pigs that we are seeing on the farm can be 

relieved.  This will at the very least improve our cash flow situation. 

CONTROLLING COSTS  

Several times every day I have conversations with pig farmers about controlling costs.  Effectively investment has not 

occurred for the last 6 months on any of our pigs farms, other than the bare essentials in terms of repairs.  As much 

as possible has been trimmed but the big cost, as always in pigs, has been the cost of feed.  This represents at least 

70% of costs for every pig produced (and rising) and hence this is the area that we need to concentrate on.  Using 

feed more efficiently and in particular minimizing waste is the biggest driver to reducing cost of production.   

REDUCING WASTE 

Up to 30% of feed can be wasted at the level of the feeder.  If one translates this against 70% of costs then this 

would represent an increase in the cost of producing  pigs by  21%.  It is important to remember that where this has 

been studied that it has been calculated that up to 10% wastage on the feed floor can actually be undetectable.   

All feed hoppers need  to be in good repair.  They should deliver feed evenly without any holes in the hoppers or 

gaps allowing feed to spill out onto the floor.  The rewards of preventing this are massive.  Where possible 

adjustable feeders should be used and monitored and altered daily.  

PAN COVERAGE  

Many producers  are passionate about the pan coverage of the hopper.  We have become used to on some farms 

seeing pans completely full and over flowing and this is the cause for the 30% wastage described above.  It has been 

well calculated that the most efficient use of feeders is to have a pan coverage of 30%.  Effectively this means that 

2/3rds of the feed area in the hopper should be visible at any one time.  Pigs will eat at a level that they digest more 

efficiently and they do not dig feed out and waste it on the floor, either under the slats or into the straw. 
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Other strategies for assisting this is to regularly  muck out the areas in front of the hoopers  in deep straw or indeed 

raising the hoppers so that pigs stand on a step. 

In the slatted buildings installing checker plate or even paving slabs in front of the hoppers also helps to minimize 

waste loss down through the slats.  

RESTRICT FEEDING  

Restrict feeding is interesting and this is something that is practiced on the continent but since we installed hoppers 

in our pens in the UK, rarely practiced in the UK.  At the start of my career in the early 1990’s this was the norm with 

pigs effectively fed on the floor in most situations at that time we had a genetic of pig  that we had to restrict the 

feed intake to prevent them from becoming fat.  Now that we have a very high appetite pig which can stay lean it is 

unusual to see this kind of system.  A number of producers are however, looking at the this. 

Legally there must be  either constant access to feed as we have on most of our units or  if we only have a limited 

intake  of feed to increase feed spike  Enclosed the space requirement if pigs are not ad lib fed and generally this 

would mostly have been in sows in the UK where they are floor fed or individual space fed.  It is “one of the five 

freedoms, which is freedom from hunger and thirst and by ready access to fresh water and a diet to maintain full 

health and vigour.  The above means that we have to have sufficient space (figure 1)  what the law says about feed 

space for pigs which are not ad lib fed.    

Figure 1 . 
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FEED SPEC  

Traditionally with low appetite pigs slowing up the growth rate of pigs was straight forward and with us not 

uncommonly currently seeing loads of pigs above 115 kg deadweight being delivered to the abattoirs,  this has 

become a serious problem.  What we are seeing however, is that lowering the spec of the ration considerably just 

means that the modern genetic of pig simply eats more which actually increases the cost of production.  The ration is 

being cheapened where possible but this is in itself quite expensive if one increases feed intake by 30 or 40% which 

can be seen in the current genetic of pig.  This is also a requirement for us to feed a suitable diet to these animals.  

OTHER LOSSES OF FEED  

We need to further control our losses by controlling rodents and if one is feeding outdoors, or even indoors in some 

situations with access to birds.  There is a  new requirement under Red Tractor now to cover hoppers if there is 

access to birds and certainly this winter has been a very bad one in terms of rodent infestation on some of our older 

farms with minimal ability to reinvest at present.  The losses to rats etc. can be huge however.   

I end with some hope that the old adage that the deeper the trough then the higher the peak.   We need to see 

some fundamental change in the attitude of those purchasing and marketing our pigs if we are to see a flourishing of 

the industry that we  are so passionate about. 
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